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Tangle decompositions of satellite knots.
Chuichiro HAYASHI, Hiroshi MATSUDA, Makoto OZAWA

Abstract
We study when an essential tangle decomposition of a satellite knot gives an essential tangle decomposition of the companion knot, that is, when tbe decomposing sphere can be isotoped
to intersect the knotted solid tonus identified with the pattern in
meridian disks.

1

Introduction

In this paper,

we

study on the next question.

Let 1< be a satelUte knut contajued itt a companiun sulid
turus y, and S be a sphere whicit gives an essential tangle decompusitiun
of 1<. Suppose ¡itere is no essen¡ial tangle itt (y, 1<). Dues S give also
an essential tangle decompusition uf its companion kuul ?
The second author showed that Question is true for Wiiitehead double in [M].
In Sect. 2, we shcw that Question is true if ¡Sn tfl is minimum. In
Sect. 3 we considen tiie case whene the wrapping numben of 1< in V is
2, and give ecunterexamples to the Question. In Sect. 4, we show that
Q uestion is true wlten the pattern is a braided link.
Mono precisely, iet V0 be a solid torus embedded in thie 3-sphere 53
1/o~ We say that
and
K0
a
disjcint
union
of
simple
closed
curves
in
mt
I<o is essential in 1/0 and that the pair (yo, Ko) is essential if K
0 is
not
1/o and 1/a — 1<0 is irreducible (i.e.,
eveny
ambient
isotopic
to
the
core
of
2-sphere in Vo
1<o bounds a bali in Vo
1<o
Let 1/, be a tubular
Questian.

—

—

).
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neighbouriíood of a ¡ion-trivial knot 1<1 in ~3 and it: I/o ~ V~ a hornocrnonphisrn. Then 1< = h(K0) is called a satellite link if (Vo, K0) is
essential. The knot 1<1 is calíed the cumpaniun knot of the satellite liník
1<, and (yo, I<o) the patlern of the satellite link K.
In general, Jet M be a 3-manifoid, y a 1-manifoid propenly embedded
in M, and E a surface properly ernbedded in M transversely to y. Wc
say that E is -compressibte if there is a disk D embedded in M — y such
that Vn E = 3D and 3D does not bound a disk in E — y. Otlterwise,
E is y-incurnpressible.
Let B be a 3-bali and T a 1-manifoid properíy embedded in B.
Then the pair (fi, T) is called a tangle. If T is a disjoint union of u
ares 11,. , 1,,, then the arcs are called sírings, and the pair (fi, T) an
n-st ring ¡angle. An n-string tangle (B,T) with T = 11 U.. Ut,, is trivial
if there is a system of disjoint disks D1,
D,. embedded in B such
that D~nT = OD1rit1 = t~ and OD1—t1 c OB fon —1 ~
A tangie
(B, T) is essential if B
T is irreducible, if OB is T-incornpressible in
(fi, T) and if (fi, T) is not a trivial 1-string tangle.
Let M be a 3-manifoid, y a 1-manifold pnopenly emnbedded in M,
and (B, T) a tangle such that fi G mtM and T = B fly. Then (B, T)
¡s essential itt (M, y) if OB is y-incompressible in (M, y) and (B, T) is
an essential tangle.
A link 1< in ~3 adrnits an essential tangle decompusition if (9, 1<) =
(B¡ 2) U (B2, 2’2), where fi¡ fl B2 = OB1 = OB2 is a 2-sphere and
(fi1, T1) is an essential tangle for i = 1 and 2. A 2-sphere 5 in 53 gives
an essential tangle decompositiun uf a knot¡ed sulid turus 1/ in ~3 if SflV
are meridian disk of 1/ a¡td 5 gives an essential tangle decomposition of
tlíe knot fonmed by tizo core of 1/.
. . .,

—

,

Theorern 1.1. Leí 1< be a satellite Iink in 53 with a patlern (1/, 1<).
Snppuse Mere is no essenlial tangle in (1/, 1<) and 1< adinits an essential
¡angle decumposition. Titen ¡he decomposing 2-sphere 5 can be isotuped
iii (9, 1<) so tital it gives an essential tangle deconiposition of I/ íf
¡Sfl 1<1 is minimum ove;’ alí essential laugle decompositions uf 1<.
A marked ralional langle isa trií)Io (fi, T, C), where (fi. T) is a trivial
2-stning tangle with fi oniented and C is a simple ciosed curve in OB
OT separating the feun points 02’ iuztc twc pairs. Wc assign a raticual
nuzober or ~ = 1/0 to every rnarked rational tangie (fi, 2’, C) as follows.
Tite stni¡tgs 2’ is isctopic relativo to OT to a union of two ares, say a.
—
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en OB. Let E be a torus wbich is a deuble branch caven of OB witií
brandi set OT. Cutting OB aiong a, we obtain an annulus. The torus
E is obtained by gluing tWo copies of the annulus. Let M C E be
a component of tbe preimage of a. Note tbat M is a simple closed
curve in the torus E. Let L be the cincle component cf the preimage
of an arbitrary are fi in OB such tizat fi fl a = 0/3 are two points itt
distinct components of a. Note that L is also a simple ciosed curve i¡t
E such that L intersects M transversely at a single pcint. Orient M
and £ so that the intersection nurnber of M L = 1 with nespect te tlíe
orientation of E induced from tite orientation of OB. Then the preimage
of C represents some element q[L] + p[M] in 111(F), where p and q are
.

copnime integers. We say that (8, T, C) is a marked ratiunal tangle of
siope p/q, and use R(p/q) to denote it. Because of tbe ambiguity cf tite
citoice of fi, R(r) = R(r’) if aud only if r
t’ mod Z.
Lot 1/ be a solid torus, and 1< a link in 1/. The pair (1/, 1<) is a
rational pattern with slupe p/q if there is a meridian disk D cf 1/ such tiíat
DflI<¡ = 2 and it cuts (1/, E) into a marked rational tangle (B, T, C) of
slope p/q, where OD is isotopie to C in OB OT. Whiteiíead’s pattenn
is of slope +1/2. Since the rational pattern of siope 1/0 is the pair of
a solid torus and an inessential loop in it, Wc assume that p/q
1/0
throughcut this papen.
—

#

D

Figure 1: Rational pattern witiz sio¡w p/q
we

xvill see laten itt Lemma 3.1, a pattern with wrappi ng mi tuber
2 contains a¡í essentiai tangle if it is ¡íot naticital. Hence we concentrate
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en rational patterns.
In general, let M be a 3-manifold, -y a 1-manifoid properly embedded
in M, and F a y-incompressible surface in (M,-y). We say that E
is meridionally compressible in (M, y) if there is an embedded disk D
transverseto y itt M such that ¡Dfly[ = (intD)fl-y¡ = 1, DnF= OD
aud ¿9D dees not bound a disk intersecting 1< at a single point in 9.
Otherwise, E is meridiunally incumpressible in (M, -y).
1

Thearem 1.2. Leí 5 be a 2-sphere which gives un essential tangle
decumposition uf u satellite link 1< with a rational palían (1’, K) uf siupe
p/q. Titen 5 can be isotoped tu give un essentiul tangle decumpusition
uf 1/ if ¿md only if 5 is meridiunally incumpressible in (53, K).
Theorem 1.3. Let 1< be a suiellite link wiiit a ratiunal puttern uf slope
p/q. Titen itere is a meridionally compressible 2-sphere whicit gives Qn
essential tangle decomposition of 1< if and only if qj is un udd integer greater titan 1 and tite companiun knui admits un essential tangle
decomposition.
Let K be a satellite link in 53 with a pattern (y, 1<). The pattern
(1/, 1<) is called an m-braided link if ‘ve can take a ceordinate 1/
x 51
2
x
{p}
intersects
1<
transversely
in m points for alí p E 5i~
so that D
Theorexn 1.4. Let 1< C ~3 be a suiellite Unk wiih an m-braided link
patiern (1/, 1<). Leí 5 be a 2-sphere whicit gives un essentiul k-siring
tangle decompositiun uf 1<. Titen 5 can be isutuped lo give un essential
(k/m) -st ring tangle decumposition of 1/.

2

Proof of Theorem 1.1

In general, Jet M be a 3-manifold, a 1-manifoid prcperly embedded in
M, and E a surface properly ernbedded in M transversely to y. Wc say
E is y-buundary compressible if thene is a disk D embedded in M — -y
such that D nF = OD nF = a is an anc, OD — a C OM and a does not
cnt off a disk from E — -y. Otherwise, E is y-boundary incornpressible.
~‘

2.1. Let M be a 3-manifuld, and y a 1-manifold properly
emnbedded itt M.
Lel H be a y-incompressible clused 2-manifold itt
(M,-y). Leí M’ be tite 3-manifoid ubtained by cutting M alung H,
/
/
and y’ = y rl M’. Suppuse that M
y is irreducible. Leí E be a
Lemma

—
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y-incornpressible 2-manifoid in (M, -y) such ¡tal E intersects H irausversely itt minimal number of loops disjoini from y up to isoiopy uf E
in (M<y). Titen no luup of En H buunds a disk un H — -y, M
y is
irreducible, and E’ = En M’ is y’ -incompressible itt (M’, y/). Moreuver,
if E is urientable and -y-boundary incurnpressible, and if H is a disjuint
union uf ¡oH disjoint frum -y, titen E’ is -y’ -boundary incompressible itt
(M’, -y’).
—

Proof. Suppose fon a contradiction that there is a Ioop of ÉnH boundtng adisk Din H—y. Since Fis ~¡-incompressible in (M,-y), OD bounds
a disk D1 in E — ‘y. Let D2 be an innermost disk beunded by an innermost íoop of E rl H in D1. That is, D2 fl H = 3D2. Since H is
-,‘-incompressible, 3D2 bounds a disk D3 in H— y. Then the disks D2
and D3 cobound a batí in the irreducible manifold M’
y’, and xve
isotope the disk D2 along this bali onto D3. After an adequate small
isotopy of E, we obtain a contradiction tu the minimality of ¡En HL.
Hence no component of En H bounds a disk in H ‘y.
Suppose for a contradiction that M y is reducible. Then there is a
2-sphere 5 which does not bound a bali in M — y. We take 5 so that 5
intersects H transversely aud so tbat ¡Sn Hl is minimal up to isotopy
of S in (M, -y). Since M’ — -y’ is irreducible, Sn H ~
Then there is an
innermost locp of Srl H in 5, and Iet 1? be the innenmost disk. Since II
is -y-incompnessible, 01? bounds a disk in H y, which contradicts the
conclusion of the flrst paragraph of this proof.
Por the proof of y’-incompressibility of E’, let P be an arbitrary disk
in M’—-y’ sucli that PnE’ = OP. Since Fis y-incompnessible in (M,t,
OP bounds a disk Pt in E
lf ~>1 is disjoint frorn H, then we are
done. 1fF1 intersects H, there is an innermost ícop of 1~1 fl H bounding
an ¡nnerrnost disk E2 un f’í. Since Ji is -y-incompressible, OP2 bcunds a
disk un FI — y, which contradicts the conclusion of tiíe first paragnaplí
of this proof. Hence E’ is -y’-incompressible in (M’,y’).
Suppose that E 18 orientable and y-boundary incompnessible, aud
that FI is a disjoint union of tun disjoint frorn ‘y. Por the proof of y’boundary incompnessibility of E’, let
be a disk in M’ — y’ such that
QnE = OQCiF = a is an arc and 13 = OQ—cr is 3M’. 1f13 C 3M, then
a cuts off a disk Q1 from E y since E is y-bcundary incompressible.
A standard innenmost loop argument as in tite aboye paragnaphs shcws
tbat
is disjoint from FI, and we are done. Hence xve can assume that
—

—

—

~.

—

—

~‘.

Q

—

Q¡
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13

C FI. lf ¡3 connects two components of E rl Ji, then we isotope a
band neighbourhood of a on E along the disk
slightly beyo¡zd 13, te
reduce the number ¡En FIl, which is a contradiction. Hence 13 has both
endpoints in the same eomponent of ErIH. Since E is orientablo and FI
is a disjoint union of tori disjoint from -Y, 13 is isotopic into E ri Ji fixing
its endpoints in Ji. This isotopy extends to that ofQ, which implies that
a cuts oíl’ a disk from E’
by the conclusion of the third panagraph
of this proof. Hence E’ is y’-boundary incornpressible in (M’,
Q

—

f

7).

u
Lemma 2.2. Leí M be a 3-manifuld, and y a 1-manifuld properly
embedded itt M. Leí FI be a -y-incumpressible closed 2-manifoid itt
(M,y). Leí M’ be tite 3-manifuid ubtained by cuiiing M alung FI. aud
= -yrlM’. Let E be a 2-manifuld pruperly embedded itt M transversely
tu y. Suppuse ¡ka E’ = E rl M’ is 7-incumpressible and y’-buundary
zncumpressible itt (M’,
Titen E is y-incompressible itt (M, -y).

7

7).

Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that E is -y-compressible. Lot O be
a -y-compressing disk of E. We isotope O slightly so that O is transverse
te Ji.
II O rl Ji eontains a íoop component, then let D1 be an innermost
disk bounded by an innermost loop of O rl Ji en O. Sinee U is
ineompnessible, 3D1 bounds a disk D2 in FI ‘y. Then we take (0 —
Dí) U 02 as new O, and an adequate smail isetopy reduces the number
¡DrlJi¡.
Hence we can assume that O fl FI does not contain a íoop. lf O rl II
contains
an are component,
lotrlaJibe= an
on O, and
0a the outermost
disk, that titen
is, 03
a. outermost
Since E’ isarey’-bcuutdary
-

—

íncornpressible in (M’, y’), cl (303 — a) cuts oíl’ a disk D~ frem E’ — y’.
The bou¡tdary cf the disk 0a UD
4 bounds a disk O~ en FI
y 1)ocause
FI is y-incompnessible. Lot 13 be tizo outerrnost arc cf 0 n
oíl
such that the outermost disk D6 does not contain a. Wc penfonmn a
surgery en O along the disk 06 and obtain two disks, one cf which is a
-y-compnessing disk cf E. Wc negard this disk as a new 0 and discand
the other disk. Then an adequate smali isetopy reduces the number
—

ion

Hl.

Repoating such operations, ~vecan take O so that it is disjcint fnc¡iz
II. Then 3D bounds a disk in E
-y since E’ is -y’-incernpressible i¡í
—
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(M’,y’). Ihis isa contradictian.

u
Let 5 be a 2-sphere which gives an essentiai tangle decomposition
of a satellite link 1< in 53 with a pattern (1/1<). Suppose that (1/, 1<)
does not contain an essential tangle. We take 5 s~ that 5 interseets the
torus 3l~ transversely in a minimum number of laaps up te isotopy in
Since (1/, 1<) does not contain an essential tangle, 5 is not contained
in y. Hence SflOV ~
The salid torus 1/ does not contain a meridian
disk disjoint from 1<. (Otherwise, we compress the torus alang such a
disk and obtain a 2-sphere bounding a bali coritaining 1<, which contradicts that 1< is essential in 1/.) Itt addition, since tlíe solid torus y is
knotted in 53, the torus DV is K-incompressihie.
~.

Lemma 2.3. Por every innermosí luup of Sn 01/ un 5, tite innermosí
disk is a meridian disk of 1/. Ifence ¡he ioops SflO1/ are meridian loops
of 0V’.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, the loops SrzOV are essential in 31/. Let D be
an ¡nnerrnost disk bounded by an innermost íoop of Srl 01/ in 5. Since
11 is knotted, ~y is incompressible itt cl (53~ 1/). Henco O is contained
in 1/, aud it is a meridian disk of y.

u
Wc consider tite negions itt 5 separated by 5 ri ay’ and containod in
cl (53
1’). Each reglen is homeomorphic to a sphere with holes. Wc
choese a region Q whose number of hales n is minimurn among these
regions.
—

Lemma 2.4. Titere is no compunení of cl(S — Q) such thai it consisis
uf al leasí tino annvlvs regions and a single disk regiun, and such ¡tal
tite annulus regions are disjuint frum 1<.
Proaf. Supposo fer a contradictien tliat there is such a cemponent 1?
of cl (5— Q). Let 1?Á be the annulus region next te Q in 1?. Note tiiat
RA is cantained iii 1/. Lot Rí be a small collar neighbeurheed of OQ
in 1?Á, R
011Á — OQ iit 1?Á, and A the
neighbcurltoed cf
desune of2 a
RAsrnall
(Ricollar
U 112).
—
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Since 31?Á is meridional in 31/, there are disks

Sí and Ó

2 embedded
in 1/ sueh tbat 6¿ n
=
= 3R~
ORÁ and R~ U 6¿ is a meridian
disk of 1/ for i = 1 and 2. We take Sí and ~2 so that ¡(5~ U 52) rl Kl is
mínimum ayer alí sueh disks. Then R~U51 is I<-incompressible in (1/, K)
for i = 1 and 2. The twa disks R1 u 5~ and R2 U 5~ cut 1/ into twa balís
1/1 and 1/2 such that A c V~. We push the tangle (1/~, 1< n 1/>) slightly
into mi/. Then there is an annulus A Gel (1/ — i/~) — 1< one of whose
boundary eompanent is itt 3V and of meridional slope and the other is
in 814 and separates Sí and 52.
—

Since (y, 1<) does not contain an essential tangle, either (1) there isa
K-compressing disk O of 3V1, (2) (1/~, K rl 1/í) is a trivial I-string tangle
or (3) 1/í
K is reducible. itt the case (3), we obtain a cantradietion
with the fact that 1/ 1< is irreducible. In the case (2), xve can isotopo
1/ onto 1/2 U N(K), and then an adequate small isotopy of 5 decreases
the number ¡Sri 31/j, whicFt is a contradietian.
—

—

We consider the case (1). When O is itt cl (1/
~1), a standard
innermost loap argument allows us ta take O so that O rl JI does not
contain a íoop since 1/ does not cantain a meridian disk disjoint from
1<. lf O n A contains ares, then the ares have endpoints in A rl 1/y.
Lot a be an outermost are att A, and D~ the outermost disk, that is,
Dí
O = one
a. Ihe
a disks
divides
0a~rlThen
of thearc
twa
D~ the
U 02disk
andOD~into
UD two subdisks D2 and
3 is a I<-campressing
disk of 3V1. We discard the other one. Repeating this operation, we can
take a K-compressing disk of 314 disjoint from A. This contradicts the
I<-incompressibility of the disks 1?, U S~.
—

Hence O is in 1/y. We maye 1/í ta be in the original position so that
1/ = 14 U 1”2. The 2-sphere S~ UAUS2 bounds a bali B in 1/~, and Jet
vn = el (Vi — B). We can take O so that O rl A consists of essential ares
in A by a similar argument as aboye. By the I<-incompressibility cf the
disks R~USi, wo have DnA !=0.
Lot 13 be att outermost
OrlA en
1/a• Sinee arc
004of intersects
O,
and
04
be
the
autermost
disk.
Ihen
04
c
A in an essentiai arc in A, 304 is essential in the torus O1/o. We penfcrm
a surgery on 01/a alang the disk 04 and obtain a 2-sphere bounding a balI
in 1/a~ Ihis bali is disjoint from 1< since 1/ 1< is irreducible. Hence 1/o
is a solid torus contractible to 1?A and we can isotope 1/ arito 1/
2UB, and
an adequate smahl isotopy of 5 deereases the number ¡Srl 31/¡, wFtich is
again a contradiction.
—
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Praof of Thearem 1.1. Suppase that ¡Sn
is minimum ayer ah
essential decompasing spheres of 1<.
We choase a meridian disk Paf 1/ whose geometric intersectian number with 1< is minimum among alí meridian disks of 1/. Ihen P is
I<-incompressible and K-baundary incompressibie in (1/, 1<). Remember that we chase a regian Q right befare Lemma 2.4. Let li,’.., l, be
eomponettts of 3Q, and .....
1-’,, parallel copies of P itt 1/. We ¡sotope these disks near baundaries so that OP1 = 4 for i = 1
, u. Let
1<1

.,

5’ = QUFi U.. UF,,. Then 5’ gives an essential tangie decomposition of
V by Lemma 2.1. Moreover, 5’ gives an essential tattgle decompasition
of 1< by Lemma 2.2.
Sitppase for a eontradiction that cl (5— Q) does not cottsist of meridiatt disks of~/. Thett ¡S’flK¡ < ¡Srl 1<1 by Lemma 2.4, whieh cotttradicts
the minimahity of 5 rl Kl. Thus cl (5
Q) consists of meridian disks
of V. Since Srl cl (53~ 1/)
Q = S’flel (53~ 1’), 5 gives att essential
tangie decompasition of V.
—

—

u

3

The case where the wrapping number is 2

itt this sectiott, we study essential tangle deeompositions of satellite links
whose patterns have the wrappittg number equal to 2.
Lemma 3.1. Leí 1/ be a solid lurus, ¿md K a link itt 1/. Suppose ihat
V K is irreducible and itere is a 1<-incompressible meridian disk O uf
1/ intersecting 1< itt Uno poinis. Titen eititer (y, 1<) contains att essential
bugle or (y, 1<) is a rational pattern.
—

Praaf. Let B’ be the bali obtained by eutting 1/ along O. We push
slightly tEte 2-sphere 5 = OB’ into mt fi’. Then 5 bounds a bali B in
1/ and it intersects 1< in faur points. There is an annulus A properly
embedded itt cl (1/ — B) 1< connecting 31/ and OB such that OA rl
is a meridian loop an 3y. The annulus A is I<-incompressible since
1/ does not contain a meridian disk disjoint from 1<. Set 2’ = 1< rl fi,
and then B
2’ is irreducible because 1/
1< is irreducible. lf (B, T)
is essential in (1/1<), then we are done. lf (B, T) is not essential, then
there is a I<-eampressing disk Q of OB in (1/, 1<). We can take Q so that
it is disjoint fram mt A by a standard innermost loop and autermost
—

—

—
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are argument. TEten Q is contained in B since O is K-incompressible
in (1/, 1<). TEte disk Q divides the tattgle (B,T) inta twa tangles whose
baundaries intersect 1< in twa poittts. If one of them is essential in
(1/, 1<), then we are done. lf both of them are inessential, then they
are trivial 1-string tangies. Ihis implies tizat (fi, T) is a trivial 2-string
tangle, and hence (1/, 1<) is a rational pattern.

u
Hence we eoncetttrate on rational patterns.
Similar arguments as in the proafs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 shaw tite
ttext twa lemmas. Wc omit the proofs.
Lemma 3.2. Leí M be a 3-manif oid, and -y a I-manifuld properly embedded itt M. Leí Ji be a meridiunally incumpressible closed 2-mattifold
in (M, a’). Leí M’ be tite 3-manifoíd obíained by cutling M along FI, ¿md
= yflM’. Suppose thai M’—y’ is irreducible, arid thai every 2-sphere
inlerseciing iransversely y’ itt Uno poinís bounds a trivial 1-stving tangle itt (M’, y’). Leí E be a meridionally incumpressible 2-manifuld such
thai E intersecís Ji transversely itt a minimal number uf íoops disjuin¡
frum -y up tu isutopy uf E itt (M, y). Titen E’ = E rl M’ is rneridiunally
incumpressible itt (M’, y’).
Lemma 3.3. Leí M be a 3-manifoid, and y a I-manifuld pruperly embedded itt M. Leí H be a meridionally ineompressible clused 2-rnanifuld
itt (M,-y). Leí M’ be lite 3-manifuld obíained by cutting M alung FI,
and ~“ = -y rl M’. Leí E be a 2-manifuld properly embedded itt M itt
general pusitiun uñth respecí tu y U Ji. Suppuse thai E’ = E rl M’ is
meridionally incumpressible and -y’-boundarg incumpressible in (M’, ‘y’).
Titen E is meridiunally ineompressible itt (M, y).
lo general, Jet E1, E2 be embedded surfaces transverso to y izz M such
tltat DE1 = E1 rlE2 = DE2. We say that E1 and E2 are ‘y-parallel, if thene
isa subínanifold N in Al such that (N, E, rlE2, Nrl-y) is horneonorphic
to (E1 x 1, DE1 x {1/2}, Ex 1) as a triple, whíere E ¡5 a unjan of flnitely
rnauty points ir> mt E~. Wc say that a surfaco E properly eníbodded in
M and transverso ta y is -y-buundary parallel if titere is a subsunface E’
in DAl such tlzat E and E’ are ‘y-parallel.
Lemma 3.4. Leí (1/, 1<) a ratiunal patiern with dope p/q, and E a
meridiunally incumpressible surface in (y, ¡=7).Suppose thaI cadi coroponení of DE is of tite meridional dope itt DV. Titen cititer
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(O) E is a 2-sphere cutting off u bali disjointfrom K ura trivial 1-string
tangle frum (y, 1<),
(1) E is un annulus witich does nul intersecí 1< and K-buuttdary parallel
itt (1/, 1<),
(2) E is a disk which is isotupie in (1/, 1<) tu tite disk O itt tite definitiun
uf ratiunal patterns, ur
(3) E is a ¡oms ívitich does nol interseet 1< and 1< - buundary parallel itt
(1/, 1<).
Proof. We assurne that E is nat of type (0) to shaw tbat it is of type
(1), (2) or (3).
We consider the three cases belaw simultaneously. (1) The surface E
is a 2-sphere dbsjoint from 1< such that it does not baund a bali dbsjoint
fram 1<. (u) TEtero is no 2-sphere as in (i) aud tEte surface E is a 2-sphero
intersecting 1< in exactly twa points such that it does.ttot bound a trivial
1-string tangle. (iii) There is no surface as in (i) ar (u).
At tEte end of this proaf, we hayo that neither (1) nor (ib) occurs.
Lot O be tEte meridian disk of 1/ in tEte definitian of rational patterns.
We cut (1/, 1<) alang O and abtain a trivial 2-strittg tangle (B’,T’). Let
N
OB’ x 1 be a small neighbourhaad of OB’ in 8’ such that N rl 2”
is composed of vertical ares. Lot fi =cl (fi’ — N) and 2’ = B rl 2”. Then
(8,2’) is also a trivial 2-stning tanglo.
Let O’ be a meridian disk of 4’ such that O’ rl fi is a single disk, tEte
annulus A =cl (D’ — fi) is disjoint from 1< and vertical in OB’ x 1.
Wc can isotope E so that OE rl OA rl 01/ = ~ aud E rl fi is a parallel
collection of disks each of whiclí separates tite twa arcs of (fi, T). Wc
isotope Eso that the boundary of disks EflB intersect the loop OArlOB
tn a mínirnal numben of paints. Wc isotope Eso that it is transverso to
A. Mareover we take E so thíat the pair of integers (¡En B¡, ¡En A¡) is
minimal in lexicographical arder, ayer alí such 2-spheres in cases (i) and
(u), or up ta isotopy in (1/, 1<) in case (iii).
GIaim. E rl A is empty un consisís of esseniial luops in A.
Praaf of Claim.

By an innenunast loap argumont, E rl A does not

contain an inossential Ioop in A. Suppose that E rl A contains art are,

then its endpoints are bu OA n fi aítd it is inessential bu A. Let & be
att outermost ano on A. Wc isotape E zicar a along tiíe outenrnost disk
in A. Tiien a baííd is attached te tiíe colleetion of disks E rl fi. lf tIto
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band cannects twa disks, tEten they are deformed into a disk T-boundary
parallel in (B, T), which catttradicts the minimality of ¡E rl B¡. Hence
tEte battd attached to a single disk Q, and Q is deformed inta an anttulus
Q’. A component of OQ’ baunds a disk P ci í9B which intersects 1< at a
single point. In case (i), this is a cotttradiction since a salid torus does
not contain a ttott-separating 2-sphero.
Ihen, sinee E ja meridionally incompresaible in (1/, 1<), OP baunda a
disk 9’ in E such that 9’ itttersects 1< at a sittgle point. In case (u), we
porfarm asurgery att E along 9, and abtain twa 2-spheres intersecting 1<
itt twa pointa, one of whieh does ttot baund a trix’bal I-strbrtg tangle. Wo
discard tEte other 2-sphere. Then Q’ is defonmed into a disk intersecting
2’ in exaetly ano point, and we can push it out of 8. This contradicta
tEte minimality of ¡E rl B¡. In case (iii), 9’ is isatopie to P in (y, 1<).
We deform E as aboye and obtain a contradictian ta tEte rninimality of
¡En B¡. Thus E rl A is empty or consists of essentiai loops in A. This
completes tEte proal’ of Claim

u
Now E ba disjoint from B, otherwise there is a disk in 8 separating
twa ares of (8,2’) such that it is disjoint fnom OA, and hence tEte síape
of the ratianal pattern (1/, FC) is ~.
We use the next result by F. Waldliausen.
Propasitian 3.1 in [W]. Leí M = Ex 1 be tite producí uf tite orienta/ile
sur-face E ivhich is nol tite 2-sphere, and tite interval 1 = [0, 1]. Leí
p : M —÷E denote tite prujection unto tite factor E. Leí G be a sysiem
uf incompressible sur-faces itt M. Suppose OC is contained itt E x {1}.
Titen O is isotupic, by a deforma tion that is constaní un OM, tu a system
O’ sucit thut plc’ is itomeomurpitie un each cornponent of O’.
Note that a 2-sphere baunding a bali is called compresaible in [W],
but we cali sueh a 2-sphere incompreasible itt this paper. Wc consider
tEte surfacos E rl fi’. Their boundary loops are panallel to tEte meridian
80 in OB’ —02”. Note that M =cl (1/ (N(O’) U fi)) is homeomorphic
to 1? x 1, where 1? is a disk, twa copies of 00’ are 01? x {0, 1} aríd
TM = T’rlM is verticai. Lot EM = ErlM. Tlíe copies of tite annulus A
is TM-ineampressiblo since the ares of 2’M eonnect distinct comportents
of OBnOM. Hence EM is TM-incompressible in (M,TM), and E,wrlM’
is incampreasible in M’, where M’ =cI (M N(2’M)). Wc can isotopo
—

—
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EM rl M’ itt M’ into surfaces Eh so that OEh is in 1? x {1}. Then
by tEte nesult of F. Waldhausett, eaeh component of Eh is boundary
parallel to elther a disk with three hales or an annulus. A surface of
TM twbce and
the farmer type correspands ta a disk of EM intet’secting
TM-boundary parallel into a subdisk of 1? x {O} or 1? x {1}. A surfaco
of the latter type carresponds to an anttulus of EM, otherwise it would
conrespond to a 2-sphere baunding a trivial 1-string tartgle itt (1/, T).
Finst xve consider anttuli of EM. lf an annulus has its boundary in
01? x 1, tEten we obtain tEte coriclusiatt (1). If an annulus has exactly
Otto component of its boundary in 81? x 1, then we can isotope it ittto
1? x {0, 1}, and obtain a contradictíatt to the minimahity of ¡En A¡ after

an adequate small isatopy. lf an annulus has its boundary entirely in
1? x {0} (resp. 1? x {1}), thett we can isatope it into 1? x {0} (resp.
1? x {1}), and obtain a contradiction to the minimality of ¡E rl A¡ after
an adequate small isotopy. Honco we can assume that every annulus of
EM connects 1? x {O} and 1? x {1}.
We considor disks of EM. Ifa disk Etas its boundary in 01? x 1, then
we obtain the conclusion (2). Henco we can assume that evory disk of
EM has its boundary in 1? x {0} or 1? x {1}.
When EM contains an annulus, tEte outermost loops in 1? x {0} and
1? x {1} aro glued, and E is a torus parallol to 01/. This is the canclusion
(3). Whon EM daes not contain an annulus, it eonsists of disks, the
tnnormost loops in 1? x {0} and 1? x {1} are glued, and E is a sphere
parallel to OB. Ihis sphere bounds a trivial 2-string tangle, and henee
IS I<-compressible, whieh is a contradiction.
Thus we cannot recover E by gluing the components of EM in casos
(i) and (u), which is a contradiction.

u
By Lemma 3.4, in a rational pattern (y, 1<) the wrapping number of
FC in y is 2, and henco 01/ is meridionatly incampressible in (1/, 1<).
Lemma 3.5. Leí (1/, FC) be a ratiunalpattern of slope p/q. Titen no tangte itt (1/, 1<) is essential. itt addition, any 1< -incornpressible meridian
disk of y is isotupic itt (1/, 1<) tu tite meridian disk O itt tite definition
of rational patterns.
Praaf. We pravo only tho flnst half of this ¡emma. Ihe seeond ano is
proved by a similar argument, and we omit the proof.
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Suppose for a cantradiction that a 2-sphere 5 bouttds a tangle which
itt (1/1<). Then 5 is meridianally eompressible in (1/, FC) by
Lemma 3.4. We perform meridional compressbng on 5, ta obtaitt twa 2spheres whicEt are K-incompressible. TEte 2-spheres intersect 1< at moro
than twa points sineo they are yielded by a meridional compnessing. We
repeat such meridional compressing operations, and eventually obtain a
meridionally incompressible 2-sphere intorsecting FC at more than twa
points itt (1/, FC). This cotttradicts Lemma 3.4.
is essential

u
Lcmma 3.6. Leí (y, 1<) be a r-atiottal patíern of siupe p/q, where q¡
is un odd integer. Let D~ and 02 be disjoint disks which are FC-paralIel
tu tite disk itt ¡he definitiun of ratiunal paileras. Let E be tite annulus
obtained fr-orn O> and 02 by a tubing uperation uutside tite parallelism
of 0> and 02. Titen E is I<-incumpressible <md K-boundary incuropressible itt (1/, FC) if and only if ¡q¡ is greater titan 1.

¡uro 2: Annulus obtainod from D~ and 02 by a tubing openation

Proof. Lot 8 and B’ be thíe balís obtained by cutting 1/ along tEte
disks Dí and D2, where (fi’, 1< rl fi’) is the parallohism of O> and 02
and (fi, 1< rl 8,00>) is tEte rnarkod rational tangle of siope p/q. The
string T = 1< rl fi eonsists of twa components tí and t2. Note t}iat tí
and t2 connect O> and 02 because q is an odd integer. We obtain E
by perforrning a tubing operation on O¡ and 02 along ano of tho
say t1. Lot N(t~) be a tubular ¡teigltbourhoad of t~ in 8, E(t~) =cl (fi —
N(t~)) and £(T) =cl (8 — N(T)). Thon E is the union of tiíe annuli
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cl (O~
N(t>)) and N(tí) rl ¡12(tt). Let O be a cocare disk of the 1handle N(tí) such that it intersects t> transversely in a singlo point and
meridional campressing on E along O recovons the disks 0~ and 02.
—

lf ¡q¡ is equal to 1, then (E, Dí,T) is hornoomorphic to (O~ x
1, Dt, (1<rl O>) x 1). Hence E is !<-campressible in (1/, FC), and the ‘only
if’ part fallaws.
On the other hand, we assurne that E is 1<-compressible in (1/, FC) to
shaw ¡q¡ = 1. Let Q be a 1<-con> pressing disk of E. If OQ is an essential
laop in E, tEten by campressbng E along Q, xve obtain a meridian disk
of 1/ which intersects 1< at less than 2 points. This is a contradiction.
llence OQ is att inessential loop in E. Wc can take Q disjaint from
the interior of the cocare O of N(t,) by a standard innermast loop and
autermost are argument. Then Q is cantained in E(t>) since O> and 02
are FC-incompressible. By eonípressing E along Q, v.’e abtain an annulus
E> wiíich is isotopic ta E in 1/ (nat itt 1/ FC), and a 2-sphere E2. Since
—

the salid torus 1/ eannat contain a non-separating 2-sphere, E2 interseets
1< in 2 paints and E> does not intersect FC. Because (fi, t>) is a trivial 1string tangle, E> is !<-parallel ta the annulus E = fin ay. Since (y, FC)
does rtot contain att essotttial tangle, tEte tangle (e, 12) baunded by E2 is
tEte trivial 1-string tangle. We use the result by C. McA. Gordon below.
Thearem 2 in [G]. Leí O be a set of n + 1 disjoint simple ioops itt
tite bouttdary uf a handtebudy X of genus u. Suppose thaI for alí prupersubseis C’ of O tite 3-munifold obíained by attaciting 2-handíes ulong O’
is a handlebudy. Titen LIC bounds a planar surface P in OX suc.r thai
(X, P)
(1’ x [0, 1], P x {0}).
I.et c1 be a core íoop of tite annítius N(t1) rl E(t~) for i = 1 and 2,
and c0 a core íoop of Ef.
It we attach 2-handíes to ¡3(T) along e1 U e2, then we necover tite
3 balI E. Sittce (fi, tí) and (fi, 12) are triyia.l 1-string tangles, we abtain
a salid torus ¡3(t2) ar E(tí) bU we attaciz a 2-handie to ¡3(T) along e1 on
e2, and ~ve obtain a 3-balI it ~veattaeh 2-baudIos to E(T) along e¿ U en
lar i = 1 or 2. Sinco E1 aud ~ cobound a salid tonus 1/~ cantractible to
E;, we obtain a 3-bali xvherí ~ve atíacíz a 2-handle ta VS aiong ea. Tuis
3-bali auíd O share tEte disk Q. Menee wo obtaizí a salid torus when xve
attaelí a 2-handle to ¡3(7’) alozzg e0. siríce tiíe taítgle (0,12) bs trbvial.
Titíís (fi, T) is homeaínanplíic to (Di. 1< rl Ji)1) >< [0,1], and heu¡co ¡q¡ is
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equal to 1.
Suppase that E is I<-boundary campressible. Let 1’ be a I<-baundary
campressing disk. Let 13 = OPnO1/ an are, ami A be tEto annulus BrlOV
or fi’flO1/ containing 13. lf 13 connects twa loaps 0D1
and 802, then WC
perform a surgery on A along dio disk P and obtain a FC-campressing
disk of tlíe annulus E. (Note that ErlK !=0.)
lf 13 has bath endpoints in
the samo loop, then we can isotopo P so that OP ci E and again obtain
a I<-comprossing disk of E. Hence in eithen case E is I<-compressible,
and ¡q¡ = 1 by tEto aboye argumont.

u
3 with a rational paiter-n
Prapositban
1< be thai
a satellite
link itt S knot admiis un essential
(1/, 1=7)of slupe3.7.
p/q. Let
Suppose
tite companion
tangle decompusition, and that ¡q¡ is un udd integer-greater titan 1. Titen
itere is a meridiunally compressible 2-sphere 5 which gives att essential
tangle decorapusitiun of 1< and cannol be isutuped tu give att essential
tangle decomposition of y.
Praaf. Lot Q be a 2-sphene which gives an essential tangle decampositian of 1/, and P = Qn cl (53
1/) thíe punctured sphere. We take a
parallel eopy E’ of E in cl (53~ 1/). Lot u be tEte number of eompanents
of OP. We take 2(n — 1) parailel copies D~ U.. . U 02(n¡) of O whbch is
tite meridian disk of 1/ itt the definbtiorz of rational patterns. Note that
these disks are FC-incompressibie and K-boundary incompressible sinco
1/ daes not contain a meridian disk intorsecting 1< at less tEtan 2 points.
Let E be an annulus as in Leroma 3.6. Wc can tako E to be disjoiízt
from D, U. U 02(,,...í). We paste P, P’, E, Oí,
02(n...í) along thein
baundanies so that E cottnects E ami E’. TEten WC obtain a 2-sphere 5
whbeh is f<-incompressible by Lemma 2.2.
—

. .

..

.,

Suppose for a contradiction that 5 can be isotoped in (53, FC) to give
att essential tangle decamposition of 1/. Then Srl1/ isa unian of an oven
nurnber, say 2m, of 1<-incompressible disks itt (y, 1<). By Lemma 3.5,
theso dbsks are isotopie in (1/, 1<) ta tEte meridian disk itt tite deflutition
of rational patterns. Hence ¡Sn 1<¡ = 4m. But ¡Sn 1<1 = 4(n
1) + 2
by tite canstructian of 5. This is a cantradictian.
—

u
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Example. Now we can give a cauntorexample to Question stated in
Introduction. The satellite knot illustrated in Figure 3 has an essential
tangle decomposing sphero consisting of P, P’, E, D1 and 02. Propositian 3.7 guarantees that tEtis sphere cannot be isotoped ta give an

essentbal tangle decamposition of the companbon salid torus.
D1D2

F
Figure 3: Caunterexample to Question
Lemma 3.8. Leí (1/, 1<) be a rational patiern of slope p/q, where ¡q¡ =
1 or an even integer. Let E be a K-ineornpr-essible and I<-boundary
ineompressible planar surfuce with nun-empty boundar-y itt (1/, FC) sueh
titat 9FnOV is a union of meridian loops itt 0V. Titen E isa union of
meridian disks which are isoiopic itt (1/, ¡=7)¡o ¡he meridian disk itt tite
definition of r-ationul paiterna.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that E is not a disjaint union of such
meridian disks of 1/. Then E is meridiortally campressibie in (y, 1<) by
Lemma 3.4. We perform meridional compressings on E repeatedly ta
obtairt a disjoint union of surfaces P whicEt is meridionally inconipressible. At each stage of tEto soquenco of meridional comprossing openations,
wo hayo a disjoint union of surfaces which is I<-incompressible and FCbaundary incompressiblo in (1/, 1<). By Lemma 3.4, P is a union of
disks D¡,..., 0,, appeaning in 1/ in tEtis order with the ratianal tangle
botween D,, and D1. We can recover E from P by a sequence of tubing
operations.
lf the flrst tubing aperatian aecurs between twa adjacent disks 0;
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and O;+í for 1 =~ _ u
1, tEten they are deformed into an annulus
which is K-baundary eampressible in (1/, FC). This is a contradiction.
Honce the flrst tubing aperatian occurs itt the rational tangle. lf ¡q¡ is
an even itttogor, tEten the first tubing operation deform Dí or 0,, into a
attce punctuned torus. TEtis contradicts tEtat E is planar. lf ¡q¡ = 1, then
the flrst tubing oporation defarm Dí and 124, inta an annultís which is
J<-boundary campnessible itt (1’, 1<). This is also a contradictian.
—

u
PraafafThearem 1.3. Ihe ‘if’ part is Propasitian 3.7. Hence Wc show
tEte ‘only if’ part. Lot 5 be a 2-sphore which gives an essential tangle
docomposition of FC. We isotope Sin (53, 1<) 50 that ¡SrlOV¡ is minirnal
up to isotopy in (53,FC). TEten by Lemma 2.1, SflV is K-incompressible
and I<-baundary ineompressible itt (1’, FC) and Srl cl (53 1/) is incoroprossiblo and boundary incompressible. Hence the companion knot admits an esser>tial tangle decompositian. The loaps SrlOV aro meridional
in 01/ by Lemma 2.3. When ¡q¡ = 1 or ¡q¡ is an oven nunzber, Srl 1/ is a
union of morid jan disks whieh aro isotopic itt (1/, 1<) to the ¡nonidian disk
in the definition of rational pattonns by Lemma 3.8. TEte disks Sn’ are
monidionaiiy ineomprossibio and FC-baundary incompressiblo ir> (y. FC)
since tEte wrapping number of 1< is 2in I/. TEten 5 is menidionally incompressiblo bn (5~,1<) by Lemma 3.3. Noto that 01/ is meridionaliy
incompressible in (53,K).
—

u
Proof of Thearem 1.2. Let 5 be a 2-sphere giving att ossontial tangle
decaroposition of a satellite link FC with a rational pattenn (1/, FC).
Supposo that 5 can bo isotoped to give att esseíítial tangle decomposition of 1/. Then 5 intensects 1/ in even number of meridian disks,
and Srl cl (53~ 1/) is incompressible and boundary iztcompnessible. Tite
menidian disks 5 rl ~ are I<-incompressible, otherwiso 5 would be 1<eompressible. Hence tEte disks 5 rl 1/ are isotopic ir> (1/1<) to panallol
copies of dic meridian disk O in the definition of ratio¡ta.l patterns by
Leunína 3.5. Tiíe disks 5 rl 1/ are rneridionally incornpressibie ami FCbou ¡ídary i ncaríí pnessible in (1/, FC) since tiie wrapping iz u ¡tíber of FC is 2
in 1/. TEten 5 is rtierbdionally ineornpressbble ir> (9,1<) by Lemnia 3.3.
Note that dV is meridionally bncompressibio in (5~,1<).
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On tEto other Etand, suppase that 5 is meridianally incompressibie ir>
(5~,I<). We isotope 5 in (5~,1<) ta intersect 01/ in minimal numben of
loops. TEten 5 intersects 1/ in I<-ineompressiblo surfaces and Sn cl (53~
1/) is incampressible and baundary ineomprossible by Lomma 2.1. TEte
loops 5 n 01/ are meridian loops of 01/ by Lemma 2.3. Tite surfaces
Sfl 1/ are meridionaliy incompressible in (y, 1<) by Lemma 3.2. Hence
tEte disks Sfl 1/ are isotopie in (1/, 1<) to parallel copies of tEte menidian
disk O in tEte definitian of rational patterns by Lemma 3.4. Tiíus 5 gives
an essential tangle decompositio» of 1/.

u

4

Proof of Theorem 1.4

Wc wiIl shaw that 5 can be isataped itt (9,1<) so tEtat every component
of Srl y is a meridian disk of 1/ wEtich moets FC transversely in m points.
TEten tEtis completes tEte proof of TEteorem 1.4.
We take Sso tEtat ¡SIiOV¡ is minimum among ahí 2-spheres isotopic
taS ir> tEte pair (9£). By Lemma 2.3, tEte íaaps of SflOV’ are menidian
iaops arz 01/. Lot 1/o =cl (1/—N(I<)). TEten tEte system afsurfaces SnV0
1/o~ Lot M be a meridian disk of 1/ which rneets 1<
is
incompressible
i¡í
transversely in m points, and M
0 = M fl Va. We can isatape 5 s~ that
5 nOVo is disjaint from 0M0. Under such conditions ‘ve tako M so that
5 fl M0 eonsists of a minimal number of íoaps up ta isatapy of 5 in
(53, FC).
Títere is an bnnerrnost disk A baunded by att innermast loop ofOVflS
in 5. TEten A is a meridian disk of 1/. We shaw first that A rl A’! =
0. Supposo far a contradictian that A rl M !=
0. TEten tEtero is an
innermost
íoop
of
A
n
M
an
A,
and
lot
¿
be
tEte
innermost
disk. Wiie¡t
1/a along tilo punctured disk Mo, we obtain a 3-manifold
14J
we
cut
hameomorphic to Ma x [0, 1]. Lot 5o = ¿rl 1/¿. We use E. Waldiíausen’s
result [Proposition 3.1, W] whose statement is cited in tiíe proaf of
Lemnia 3.2 in titis paper. Wc can isotope 3o along subannuli of ON(K)rl
V¿ and slightly beyond tEte loaps OMoflON(I<) so that 04 is itt M
0x {0}
orAl05ox {1},
say M0into
x {1}.
is isotopie
M Titezí tEte aboye result by Waldhausen implies
0 x {1}. We retake M to be (Al — V!’) U 8,
that
whero lvi’ is tite disk bau¡ídod by OS att M. TEten an adequato siralí
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isotopy decreases tEto number ¡Sn M¡. TEtis contradicts the minimality
of ¡Srl MI.
Thus A is disjoint from the meridian dbsk M. We can isatape A0 =
A n V¿ br> 1/¿ alang subannuii of ON(FC) fl 1/¿ and slightly boyond the
loops 0M0 rl ON(K) so that 0A0 is in M0 >< {1}. Honco A is isotopic ta
a fiber M x {*} again by the rosult of WaldEtausen.
We rotake M to be very clase to A. TEten Srl M = 0. We can sEtow
tEtat every eomponent of 5 rl 1/ is a meridian disk isotopic to a fiber
M x {*} by tEte same argument as in tEte previous paragraph.

u
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